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Definition

Market Summary

Vans and step vans, in Class 3 to 6, are used in many different
applications and play a major role in last mile delivery, giving
fleets a flexible platform to service residential and commercial
customers. While they are primarily recognized as package
delivery vehicles, vans and step vans are highly customizable
and are used by other segments like linen delivery, food and
catering, parts and tool sales, emergency response, electrical
contractors, and telecommunications companies.

With the explosive growth in e-commerce, companies are
racing to solve the complex last mile delivery equation with
vans and step vans continuing to play an integral role in that
solution.

Vans and step vans feature an open driving area, provide
direct access to the cargo from multiple entry points and have
low step height which reduces driver fatigue while entering
and exiting the vehicle. These vehicles also are known by
various other names, including walk-in van, parcel delivery
van, multi-stop van, panel truck, bread van and delivery van.

Cargo Vans
Diesel vs. Electric Comparison
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Run on Less – Electric highlighted three commercially
available vans. The featured vehicles were the Lightning
eMotors Electrified Ford Transit Van, a Class 3 urban delivery
van DHL is using to service residential and commercial
customers in New York City; the Motiv EPIC, a Class 6 step
van Purolator operates to deliver packages in Vancouver,
Canada; and the Workhorse C1000, a Class 4 step van being
utilized by Servall Electric to move parts and supplies to
worksites in the greater Cincinnati area. What makes the van
and step van market segment unique, is the ability to electrify
the conventional vehicle platforms, which is also known as
upfitting, rebuilding, or remanufacturing.

Step Vans
Diesel vs. Electric Comparison
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In the case of the Lightning eMotors Electrified Ford Transit
Van, the van goes from the Ford plant to upfitting, where
shelving and accessories are installed, and then on to
Lightning eMotors, usually under gasoline-power, where the
engine, fuel system and exhaust system are removed, and
the all-electric drivetrain is installed.
Collectively, the duty cycles and use cases for the Run on Less

– Electric vans and step vans are highly representative of the
broader market segment. The operational requirements of
package, parcel, and vocational pickups and deliveries align
well to the sweet spot of the current battery technology. And
while there are some load types that can add an additional
layer of complexity, like refrigeration, the challenge is
manageable. As a result, NACFE considers this segment to
be 100% electrifiable.

Run On Less – Electric Findings & Metrics
Following successful pilot programs, fleets in this segment of
Run on Less – Electric are expanding their electrical vehicle
(EV) footprint in the van and step van space. DHL is adding
85 Lightning eMotors electric transit vans to their fleet —
55 will be based in NYC (bringing their current total to 64)
and 30 will be going to California. Servall Electric indicated
it has plans to transition its entire fleet to electric to include
providing in-home chargers for their service technicians who
will take these vehicles home. Purolator has a goal to add
1,800 electric vehicles to its fleet over the next 10 years, as
the company is seeing a 50% increase in the number of stops
for urban residential delivery.
The Workhorse C1000 is 10” lower to the ground than a
traditional step van, and only needs two steps instead of
three to enter and exit the vehicle. This is a key feature to
reducing driver fatigue.
Additionally, the chassis was designed to be highly modular,
allowing for multiple battery pack configurations to meet
customer requirements.
Range is not a factor for DHL in NYC, as vehicles typically
only travel between 1.5 and 15 miles. This posed a unique
challenge with respect to right-sizing the battery packs as
DHL has struggled with EV manufacturers’ ability to provide
one small enough.
Given the small battery packs on the DHL electric transit
vans, charging is not much of a concern, and the power draw
was not an issue in terms of grid impact. However, the DHL
facility did have a microturbine in the basement generating
electricity from natural gas.

To view the Lightning metrics in more detail, click here.
To view the Motiv metrics in more detail, click here.
To view the Workhorse metrics in more detail, click here.

If 100% of the vans and step vans in the US and Canada were electrified, it would
require approximately 89,342 gWh of electricity for charging and result in the
avoidance of 43,476,632 MT CO2e* annually.
* Carbon dioxide equivalent, used in GHG reporting to bundle greenhouse gases into a single number.
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DHL
Lightning eMotors Transit 350HD
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Purolator
Motiv Epic
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